
Part C
Minifix cover 
Quantity=18

Part A
Minifix bolts M6
Quantity=18

Fittings supplied Tools required

Pozi head screw driver

Allen key (4mm)

Assembly instruction leaflet no. 59 A

    Assembly steps
 

1.  Place the top upside down. 
     Screw six Part A into the top 
     (for modesty panel attachment).
2.  Screw six Part A into the 
     corner leg, connect to one modesty 
     and tighten three minifix cams.
3.  Connect the second modesty to the 
     corner leg, and tighten three 
     minifix cams.
4.  Lift and locate the attached modesty 
     panels and corner leg onto the six 
     Part A in the top. Do not tighten 
     the six minifix cams.
5.  Screw six Part A into the 
     uprights on the two leg frames.
6.  Fix the leg frames onto the desk top, 
     locating the three Part A on 
     each leg frame with the three minifix 
     cam holes on each modesty panel. 
     Tighten minifix cams to secure the 
     leg frames to each modesty panel.
7.  Screw six Part B through the leg 
     frames into the top. 
8.  Tighten the six minifix cams in the 
     modesty panels. 
9.  Push Parts C into the appropriate 
     places to finish the desk.

Atmosphere Cantilever Crescent

Part B
M6 Flat head bolt
Quantity = 6
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Part C
Minifix cover 
Quantity=22

Part A
Minifix bolts M6
Quantity=24

Fittings supplied Tools required

Pozi head screw driver

Nylon hammer

Assembly instruction leaflet no. 59 B

    Assembly steps
 

1.  Place the top upside down. 
     Screw six Part A into the top 
     (for modesty panel attachment).
2.  Screw six Part A into the corner leg, 
     connect to one modesty and tighten
     three minifix cams.
3.  Connect the second modesty to the 
     corner leg, and tighten three 
     minifix cams.
4.  Lift and locate the attached modesty 
     panels and corner leg onto the six 
     Part A in the top. Do not tighten the 
     six minifix cams.
5.  Screw six Part A and push four 
     Part B into the top for slab panel 
     attachment. Knock two Part D
     into rail ends.
6.  Screw six Part A and push two 
     Part B into the appropriate 
     holes on the slabs to locate with 
     modesty panels.
7.  To add the Slab panel, lift the 
     modesty slightly and locate three 
     Part A on one slab leg with the 
     appropriate holes on one end of the 
     modesty panel. Then lower the both 
     the slab and modesty panel onto the 
     two Part A/Part B in the top. Repeat 
     this process for the other slab panel.
8.  Tighten the nine minifix cams in the 
     modesty panels and the two in 
     each slab panel. 
9.  Push Parts C into the appropriate 
     places to finish the desk.

Atmosphere Slab Crescent

Part B
Wood Dowels
Quantity = 8
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Part D
Plain silver bung
Quantity=2
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